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From Second Life Wiki Important: Most of the content of this wiki (like SL itself) is created by a resident, and while it may be useful, Linden Labs will not vouch for its accuracy. The official documentation can be viewed on the Second Life knowledge base. Linden realms are a great way to earn linden by having fun exploring some beautiful
fantasy sims. Golden Hunting game allows you to earn lime by looking for coins all over the grid. It's a great way to explore the grid and take you to new places. Fish Hunt is a great way to meet other players and compete. It is also very popular with players with disabilities as its very easy to play. Money Trees is a great way for new
players to earn lime by choosing lime from trees all over the grid. Older players are not allowed to use money shafts. Magic Fishing is a new fishing game that allows you to earn limes in Second Life easily. Sploders are a way to earn a small amount of lime when in a club or party. They are a good way to meet other players and get
chatting. Second Life is full of opportunities to earn Linden dollars, but it is also important to have fun earning. Some players make the mistake of thinking they have to do something they don't enjoy to make money in Second Life. It's just not true. Sometimes it can feel overwhelmingly challenging to earn a linden in Second Life, but with
the right information in hand and some pretty determined you can make money. Get paid weekly scholarships for players who update their account to be a Premium account paid scholarships to their account on a weekly basis. Buy Linden on LindeX You can buy lime when you want on the LindeX exchange. However, there are billing and
trading restrictions. Earn Linden Playing Fun Games The following games are run by ADS, a leader in making lindens games. The Goldtokens.net Gaming Network is a community created by SecondAds to help new players earn their first lindens. It's not just for new players though. Thousands of experienced players love to compete for
places in the leaderboard and earn large amounts of lime in the process. Golden Hunt Golden Hunt allows players to earn lime and win random gifts by hunting for coins and gems that are hidden by landowners. There are literally 1000s of land with coins available right across the grid that can be discovered using a HUD player. Fish
Hunting Fish Hunting allows players to earn Linden and win random fishing gifts. There are literally 1000s of land with fish buoys available right through the net that can be detected with the help of a HUD player. You should also get a free fishing rod for beginners too. Frenzy Farm Frenzy gives landowners the opportunity to earn lime on
agriculture worms for use in fish hunting. It takes time to develop your farming experience, but eventually you will be able to agricultural industry and sell their products to the masses. Fortunes were made in the agricultural industry! Kingdoms-Empires The KingdomsAndEmpires.com is a new web browser strategy and trading game
developed by ADS. His theme is medieval. Players can grow wheat and mine iron ore for wheat and iron ore, which they can trade and use to build a fortress from their settlement. Players can receive free content every day by logging into the CSE website and collecting their taxes. During the game, players receive CSE points, which are
converted daily into L$ earnings. Noob Hunt The Noob Hunt is an affiliate set scheme for the Goldtokens.net gaming network, which allows players to become masters and recruit students for various games hosted online. In return, they earn a percentage of each of their students' winnings. You can also sell your students to other masters
on the stock exchange. Dragons and Princess Dragons is a cool game developed by Earn2Life, which allows you to earn lime by hunting for voids on different lands around Second Life. Linden Realms The Linden Realms were created by Linden Lab and designed with a beautiful environment that has trees, rocks and lots of interesting
places to explore. You can use teleport to visit different areas of Linden realms. Each place has different quests and other activities that are fun and fun to do. There are rock monsters that you have to run away from and pools of toxic water to escape. Money Trees Money Trees trees were created by Wolfhaven Productions and allow
players to earn lime, plucking dollar bills and other game items from trees that are planted in sims all over the grid. There is a HUD you can wear to tell you where to find new trees. However, many trees are limited in age, so only very new players can use them. The second farm of the Second Farm is campany, which created Magic
Crystal and Magic Fishing games. This is a great way to help new Second Life residents earn linden dollars. If you need support, please contact us CLICKING HERE. Magic Crystals This is a very fun game, you meet beautiful places and can still make magical stars. With these stars you earn more money and even more points for Magic
Crystal Rankings. You can find knowing all crystal arrangement CLICKING HERE Magic Fishing Magic Fishing is a new way to earn lidens by fishing. You only need a free rod to start and one HUD to find places for fish. You can get a free rod clicking here and free HUD clicking here to Earn Linden Job Work Most of the players have
some form of Second Life Work as a means to earn linden. It could a useful way to earn lime, and if you have the right ideas, you can even become an entrepreneur and start your own business. Activity devices there are a wide range of devices that allow you to make money through certain activities. In B Order reducing interactivity
these: Skills games there are a wide range of slot machine skills where Linden can earn. While these games may resemble real casino slot machines, they all have to comply with The Wagering Policy and Skill Rules. Conversation There are a wide range of chat Sploders such as the ever-popular Chatsploder network available in various
clubs and other areas. They allow you to earn lime while waiting for an explosion that can take quite a while. At the same time, you can communicate and make new friends. Lotteries Are devices where players contribute to an aggregated pot for the first time. Once the pot exceeds the threshold, the countdown to the explosion begins (e.g.
3 minutes), during which further contributions are usually still accepted. In the explosion the bank is randomly distributed among the participants. UPDATE: Be aware of LL's betting policy as pay to win on a game chance such as sploder or lottery can be interpreted as a violation. There are free sploders that are used to create traffic that
are worth nothing to play for, which are legitimate. Betting policy and matching game skills. Camping They allow you to earn Linden or prizes for camping, such as sitting chairs or touch Sploders, which you have to touch to start the countdown to the explosion, at the end of which the landowner's pot money is randomly distributed among
the tangers. Some of these devices you earn Linden, others you earn other things such as new skins, clothes or other virtual gaming items. All you have to do is to touch them or sit on them and then continue camping on them (or close enough to some others) for the required amount of time to earn your prize. While some opinion is the
least fun way to earn Linden ever invented due to the lack of interaction with these devices while camping, others claim that it is just as fun as any other activity, because during camping you are still free to chat and make new friends. Another advantage is that it is a relatively simple way that does not require much time or physical input,
and is therefore quite suitable for people with disabilities. Area Camping They are similar to the camping device above, except that you just have to be present on the ground within a certain proximity to the device for the required amount of time to earn your prize, which is usually awarded to the resident chosen at random. These include
random money givers and sometimes require you to become a member of a group by owning land, or add land to your SL sample list in order to be considered for the award. Completing surveys, Surfing Sites and You can earn a linden by filling out surveys, surfing websites or filling out web offers. Unfortunately, this can be very random
and you can't get paid if you don't match the demographic that the company is looking for. Seeking. Articles and sites Please share your external sites and articles here with information on how to earn linden dollars in Second Life here: Sites Articles Home Forums Answers Linden Dollars (L$) How can I get 1500 limes for free? Home
Forums Answers Linden Dollars (L$) How Can I Get 1500 Limes For Free? Go to SecondLife content brings many opportunities to earn free Lindens, raffling them, playing games, listening to music or even participating in events. If you want to earn a small amount of Lindens without paying a single dollar, then you should keep reading. All
of the following have been tested by our employees. We try to keep this list up to date. Option 1: Mining Bitcoins Requeriments: Open your web browser. Sign up here. Explanation: Roll the dice to get free bitcoins. The number of free bitcoins you receive will depend on the number you roll out and paid according to the payout table below.
You have to go back to the page to roll the dice again once an hour. Weekly lottery withdrawals from 10 prices worth thousands of dollars. Option 2: Listen to Music (BETA PHASE) Requeriments: Discover your second game of life. Teleport to THIS MAP and sign up for THIS WEBPAGE. To start listening to music, you have to go TO
EHAO. Official explanation: You can listen to music while doing other things. Once you have signed up and chosen the coin you want to earn (the coin cannot be changed later), you will be redirected to a web page where you can listen to good music. You earn L$0.25 every 18 to 20 minutes while listening to music. My explanation: This is
an easier way to earn Lindens. You have to keep the music box open (even you can turn off the sound, just keep it open) and you'll earn Lindens. Some people leave the window open while they sleep, work or the like. Just keep the computer with the page and wait. To earn L$0.25 you have to keep the music window open for 18 - 20
minutes. It works and you can withdraw money whenever you want. WATCH VIDEO: a real example. Option 3: Hunting for Fish (Magic Fishing Game). Requirements: Magic Fishing Deluxe Rod (Buy it here). Magic fishing HUD (Buy it here). Official explanation: ... My explanation: Once you have bought the necessary items on The
SecondLife Marketplace, then you should equip these items (HUD and Rod's fishing). The next step is choosing where to go (Random Places or List of Places From HUD you've equipped). Once you have reached the destination that previously you have chosen, you will see some lake, pool or some form of water and a buoy in the center
of it. Go by his side. Final is clicking on the bait, answering the anti-bot question and then counting down, which you have to wait for the fish to appear. While this countdown is active, there's nothing you can do, just wait. When you catch catch fish, you have to restart the fishing process (clicking on the fishing rod, etc.). To qualify for your
earnings, click on your HUD version Of how to play? - Join the group -L $ ATM, go to the marked location on the map and follow the instructions (registration on the page and this kind of thing). An example of Magic Fishing HUD. Option 4: Crystal Hunting (Magic Crystals Game). Requirements: Magic Crystal HUD (Buy it here). Official
explanation: ... My explanation: After you bought the item at SecondLife Marketplace, you should equip it (HUD). The next step is choosing where to go (Random Places or List of Places From HUD you've equipped). Once you have reached the destination that you previously chose, you must find hidden (or not) crystals that give you a
certain number of Lindens. Each place offers a different number of crystals and perhaps the hunt is being controlled by the countdown (which can be ON or OFF). To qualify for your earnings, click on your HUD version Of how to play? - Join the group -L $ ATM, go to the marked location on the map and follow the instructions (registration
on the page and this kind of thing). An example of magic HUD crystals. Hud.
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